
Mastering Your Message 
Creating a foundation that will support ANY 
marketing initiative



I am Ben Kniffen
-COO @ LinkedSelling

Hello!
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3PCM
The foundation for all lead gen systems
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3PCM - Five Pillars

◉ Profiling
◉ Positioning
◉ Prospecting
◉ Connection/Database
◉ Messaging



Strategy

The theoretical plan and 
approach for achieving a 
goal.

Strategy vs. Tactic

Tactic

Execution of specific 
activities needed to carry out 
the strategy.
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3PCM

1. Profiling 

Creating a profile of your 
ideal client/customer. 
You can then use your 
profile to influence all of 
your marketing and lead 
gen efforts. 

Strategy Tactic

Completing all prospect 
profile materials in 
today’s workshops.

Get as detailed as 
possible in your profile.



3PCM

2. Positioning 

How you differentiate 
your product or service 
from that of your 
competitors. Positioning 
helps establish your 
product's or service's 
identity within the eyes of 
the purchaser.

Strategy Tactic

Using your prospect 
profile to influence all of 
your public facing 
material, such as content 
you create and share on 
social media, how your 
social profiles are 
displayed to even 
facebook ads.



3PCM

3. Prospecting

Where do your 
prospects hang 
out?        
        

Strategy Tactic

LinkedIn’s people 
search 

Facebook ads 
platform



3PCM

4. Connection 

You need to build 
a database of 
prospects that you 
can regularly 
market to.

Strategy Tactic

Ex. - Building a 
database of LinkedIn 
connections

Ex. - Building an email 
list



3PCM

5. Messaging 

Top of mind campaign to 
nurture prospects to the 
point where they know, 
like and trust you and will 
agree to a call to action. 
(phone call, opt-in, 
purchase etc etc) 

Strategy Tactic

Ex. - LinkedIn messaging 
campaign

Ex. - Email marketing to 
your list 

Ex. - strategic copywriting 
and messaging best 
practices
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Differentiating your business from your competitors

Niche & USP2



Attention is a valuable asset!



10.6 Hours
The average US adult spends 10.6 hours per day consuming media.



Place your screenshot here

Attention is valuable

How many different 
messages are you 
exposed to each day?

Your prospects are 
being bombarded with 
thousands of messages 
each day!



How are you going to grab 
your audience’s attention?



Niche + Unique Selling Points 

◉ Grab your prospect’s attention
◉ Sets you apart from your competitors
◉ Position you as an Authority Leader



Niche Formula 

Industry > Market Segment > Ideal Prospect 
> Reason/Pain Point



Niche Formula

Digital Marketing > Lead 
Generation > B2B Small Business 
Owners > Trouble generating a 
consistent flow of leads each 

month



Your perfect clients and customers

Prospect Profile3



If you don’t know EXACTLY who you are trying to target...



A prospect profile helps you compile key 
demographics and psychographics of 
your ideal prospects all in one place. 



Demographics

Prospect data that can be 
measured with hard facts 
and statistics

Demographics vs. Psychographics

Psychographics

How your prospects think 
and feel



Demographics

◉ Geography
◉ Job Title
◉ Company Size
◉ Industry
◉ Age
◉ Gender

Demographics vs. Psychographics

Psychographics

◉ Interests
◉ Attitudes
◉ Pain Points
◉ Desires
◉ Beliefs
◉ Dialect



Think about your 
past clients or 
customers...

Who were your 
BEST ones?

Which ones did 
you LOVE working 

with and got the 
BEST results?



It’s OK to have more than 
one prospect profile...



As time goes on, you’ll begin to 
separate your prospects into 

more segmented profiles



All of the best marketing 
gurus make it a priority to 
understand as much as 
they can about their ideal 
prospects. 



Where are your prospects?

Prospect Map4





Wrong Guess = Wasted time and 
Missed Opportunities





Your prospect map is 
not just an online thing.



What is so special with these two?



What is so special with these two?

◉ Nearly 2 billion users
◉ Low barrier to entry
◉ Level playing field
◉ Excellent marketing platforms



Remember, this is just not about...





Authority Leadership 
Statement5





What do you do?



Authority Leadership Statement
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Up Next: Funnel Planning
...with Pat Henseler, Director of Training @ LinkedSelling

WE’LL TAKE A 15 MINUTE BREAK BETWEEN SESSIONS

Thanks!


